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Abstract
Nanophotonics technology is the study of the confinement of electromagnetic fields on a subwavelength scale
and surface plasmons plays a major role in advancing this arising field. They can take various forms, ranging
from freely propagating electron density waves along metal surfaces to localized electron oscillations on
metal nanoparticles. The interaction between the free electrons' oscillations and electromagnetic waves of
light gives the surface plasmons their appealing characteristics. Their ability of light confinement and
propagation through subwavelength structures grants the construction of photonic devices with minimum
size, hence the characterize and design of plasmonic devices can be resolved using numerical simulation.
This review starts with general introduction about Plasmonic photonic crystal fiber. This is followed by a
historical background and literature review of Plasmonic PCF. Some types of designs are illustrated. Finally,
the applications of Plasmonic PCF are mentioned dependent on the types of design including the circular
plasmonic photonic crystal fiber technique.
© 2020 Al-Muthanna University. All rights reserved
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the cladding [1]. By presenting twofold

1.Introduction
Photonic

crystal

fibers

(PCFs)

symmetry in the area close to the core, the

generally involve two-dimensional array

solid-core PCFs may also render biref

of hollow channels running along the

ringent [2]. The birefringence of such

entire length of a glass strand. In a PCF

PCFs could be as ten folds higher and 100

with a solid glass core the guidance by

times less temperature-sensitive than

total internal reflection is possible when

conventional

the average refractive index is lower in

(PM)
38

fibers

polarization-maintaining
[3].

The

optical
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characteristics of PCFs can be altered by

that can be used as sensors, polarizers,

filling the hollow channels with materials

and in-fiber devices [19-23].

such as semiconductors and metals [3,4].

Because of their ability to confine

Using a high-temperature pressure-cell

strongly the light at the sub wavelength

method, a high purity metal nanowire

scale, the field of plasmonic in photonic

arrays with length-to-diameter ratios of

crystal fiber has unleashed new research

100 000 can be formed in PCFs [5]. When

ideas and device concepts [24]. This is

the core-mode phase matches a surface

cannot

plasmon (SP) mode on the wires, dips in

dielectric

transmission can be observed. Using a

that

the

low

like

core-mode

the

to

the

sensors,

power

dividers,

and

fill either a single air hole or multiple air

ultrahigh

holes at several locations. Interesting

nonlinearity, and controllable dispersion
Moreover,

due

such as gold and silver have been used to

conventional fibers, such as infinite

[8].

waveguides

regular

interested applications [26-28]. Metals

design [6,7]. PCFs have advantages over

operation,

using

frequency splitters are of the prime

attenuation is achievable by suitable

single-mode

achieved

diffraction limit [25]. Plasmonic devices

multipole method, theoretical studies
showed

be

plasmonic behavior known as plasmonic

polarization

PCF arise, we can turn the PCF to operate

characteristics of the PCFs can be altered

as a coupler [22-33].

by filling the cladding holes and hollow
core with polymer [9], oil [10], or liquid

One of the vital photonic devices is the

crystal [11,12]. Light couplers [13,14],

PCF coupler. It is considered as the basic

filters [15], and amplifiers [16] can be

constituent

for

created by fabricating and manipulating

networks.

The

the structure of some PCF devices with

multicore, particularly, dual-core PCF,

specific structures. In the past few years,

opens up new ideas for designing the PCF

metal nanowire-filled PCFs fabricated by

couplers

fiber drawing [17] and high-temperature

multiplexers and de multiplexers [38],

pressure-cell [18] methods have been

polarization splitters [39], narrow band

demonstrated

pass filters [40] and sensors [41]. For

with

polarization-dependent

substantial

example,

transmissions
39

upcoming

understanding

[34-37],

dual-core

optical
of

wavelength

PCF

(DC-PCF)
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couplers have several advantages over the

interband electronic transitions. Even the

conventional optical couplers i.e. easier

metals with the highest conductivities

to design with shorter coupling lengths.

undergoes

Furthermore, the optical characteristics

frequencies

including dispersion profile can be

negatively affect the performance of

simply controlled as required. In this

plasmonic devices, seriously restricting

subject, sun et al. have created a surface

the

plasmon polarization splitter based on

applications. However, even the best gain

DC-PCF with metallic wire. The coupling

materials available are hardly enough to

features of a dual-core hybrid plasmonic

compensate the losses in the metal.

photonic crystal fiber is presented and

Alternative plasmonic materials with

analyzed by using full-victorial finite-

lower losses are essential to develop

different method [42].

robust plasmonic devices, because the

major

viability

losses

[45,46].

of

at

optical

These

losses

several

plasmonic

losses are inherent to the component

Plasmonics and the recent birth of

materials. Lower losses in such enhanced

metamaterials [43,44] are driving the

plasmonic components can be readily

development of many novel devices with

compensated

extraordinary functionalities. Due to an

with

available

gain

materials. Plasmonics could have a

applied electromagnetic field, generally

magnificent influence on applications at

the plasmon phenomenon in optical and

telecommunication

telecommunication frequencies initiates

and

optical

frequencies, therefore we will begin this

from the collective oscillations of free

review with an investigation of several

charges in a material, plasmonic devices

possible plasmonic materials [47].

typically require metallic components,
which have plenty of free electrons. The

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)

negative real permittivity results from

technology as an optical technique has

these free electrons, which is which

been successfully and broadly used in

essential property of any plasmonic

optical sensing [48,49], optical imaging

material.

are

[50,51], and polarization beam splitter

overwhelmed by large losses, particularly

[52,53]. When the core guided mode and

in the visible and ultra-violet (UV)

the surface plasmon polariton (SPP)

spectral ranges, arising in part from

mode interfaces the face matching

However,

metals

40
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condition in the metal-filled PCF, the

the

micro

transition

ranges)

energy of core guided mode can be

experimentally in a high index bulk

coupled into the metal layer surface.

material with hole of 1 mm in diameter

Spittle et al. successfully presented the

[57]. The manufacture of a novel type of

micron-sized metal nanowires into silica

optical waveguide has been investigated

fiber by blocking particular holes of PCF

by J. C. Knight et al in 1996. The pure

and filling them with liquid gold [54,55].

silica core of a photonic crystal fiber is
surrounded by air photonic crystalline
silica with a hexagonal symmetry [58]. T.

2.History of Plasmonic photonic
crystal fiber

A. Birks et al. manufactures an optical
fiber made wholly of silica in 1997, by

Kao and Hockham (1966) [45], [56]

implanting a central core in a two-

anticipated practical data transmission
using

optical

fibers

with

dimensional photonic crystal with a

reduced

micrometer there are a six columns with

attenuation for the first time. This

air holes [59]. In 2000, J. C. Knight et al.

achievement marked an era were optical
fibers

could

communication

bema
medium.

informed the measure of group velocity

realistic
The

dispersion for multiple attributes air-

first

silica

experimental realization of low loss

calculated the parameters of the fiber that

semiconductors (a foundation on which

are needed to form intended dispersion

modern electronics relies on) to photonics

characteristic [60]. In 2001, Kazunori

have been predicted for the first time by

Suzuki

John and Yablonovitch in (1987). A

et

al.

high

birefringence

polarization and low losses photonic

crystalline lattice creates a potential with

crystal fiber has been invented. By taking

periodic modulation which in turn will

advantage of numerical simulation were

interact with the electrons creating the

well explained the polarization properties

electronic band structure. In 1991,
reported

with

Using the results of this report, they

extension to the idea of band structure in

al.

fibers

visible and near-infrared wavelengths.

photonic bandgap effect, which is an

et

crystal

abnormal group-velocity dispersion at

optical fibers where in 1970. The

Yablonovitch

photonic

(birefringence, PMD, GVD) [61].

the

observation of the first bandgap effect (in
41
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The examination of a controlled

the inner surface of large metallized

lateral mode of vertical-cavity surface-

channels containing analyte could be

emitting lasers in photonic crystals of two

excited by a fundamental model of a

dimensions has been performed by

single mode microstructure fiber [65].

Nouriyuki Yokouchi et al. in 2003. They

Fabio Di and Christopher D. Brooks,

conclude an imbedded device with

developed a gain-staged master power

defects of single-point and seven point

amplifier generator source including an

with a relatively large operation in limited

Yb-doped with 100 micrometer -core

mode [62]. In 2003, P. I. Borel et al.

rode- like photonic crystal fiber based on

investigate the features of polarized light

the final amplifier in 2007. The perfect

in the structure of a planar photonic

candidate to occupy the “missing link”

crystal waveguide. It shows a photonic

between mass and fiber based sold state

bandgap for the TE polarized light and

technologies is the rod like PCF since it

high coupling for the TM polarized light

has a very large core [66]. In 2008,

in a simple photonic crystal coupler.

experimental results on the coupling to

Based on this research the formation of

surface

structures with three-dimensional finite

nanowires

difference

successfully

polarization-protecting photonic crystal

modeled [63]. The fabrication of a new

fibers performed by H. W. Lee et al. For

optical switch created from photonic

some wavelength scale imaging, the

crystal has been performed by Takuro

fibers that are filled with gold can be used

Yasuda et al in 2005. The switch consists

as a near field tips, beside it can also be

of a triangular lattice of liquid crystal

used as filter and polarizers [7], [22].

filled holes. They introduce a novel type

Hung-Ta Chien et al. examined the

switch of photonic crystal coupler

coupling between dielectric waveguide

depending on the decoupling nature [64].

and a photonic crystal waveguide in

A. Hassani, M. Skorobogatiy in 2006,

2009. The characteristics of each coupler

investigated the concept of a Micro-

have been studied both experimentally

structured Optical Fiber-based surface

and theoretically [67]. Shailendra K.

Plasmon

enhanced

Varshney et al. exposed a novel multicore

microfluidics. In this sensor, plasmons on

design of photonic crystal fiber in 2009

light

Sensor

were

with

42

plasmonic

modes

selectively

on

gold

entered

into
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via two approaches, finite element and

rejection filter characteristics along with

finite element propagation. The analysis

division capabilities of the designed

of the coupled mode gives power

plasmon PCF coupler device [32]. In

coupling features very compatible with

2014, Jitendra Narayan Desh and Rajan

the power estimated by the propagation

Jha introduced a PCF sensor based on

method

graphene and surface plasmon resonance.

[33].

characteristics

The
has

by

Graphene aids in the elimination of

choosing a photonic crystal fiber filled

oxidation of the plasmonic active metal

with metal wires into the cladding core

which

through a full vector model and estimate

birefringence nature of the structure

the result using the finite-element method

permits on component of the core guiding

by Akira Nagasaki et al. in 2011. It is

mode to be more sensitive. High

found out that the shift in the resonant

amplitude sensitivity and high resolution

wavelength of the created metal-filled

were displayed by the proposed sensor

cores is shorter than the simulated results

[49].

and it is due to the higher thermal

plasmon resonance, Lei Chen et al. in

expansion coefficient [21]. P. Li and J.

2014

Zaho in 2013, explained the polarization-

polarization

dependent coupling by selectively a dual-

splitter. Numerical simulation of this

core photonic crystal fiber filled with

study shows that the proposed splitter

gold metal wires in the air holes. Based

gives a single polarization in the two-

on this research certain devices can be

communication window for only several

designed such as polarizers, beam splitter

hundred microns in length [68]. In 2015,

and

The

Zhenkai Fan et al. investigate two kinds

numerical investigation of single cores

of new plasmonic sensor with high

embedded with multiple gold nanowires

sensitivity of refractive index based on an

in triple cores classified in collinear and

analyst-filled photonic crystal fiber AF-

non collinear has been performed by

PCF. The design with silver is more

Susobhan Das et al. in 2013. Magnificent

appropriate and their sensitivities are

features were attainable via the numerical

almost identical because the designed

simulation such as band pass, band

FOM of the AF-PCF with the gold layer

polarization

been

polarization

filter

tested

[23].
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a
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silver.
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novel
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singlefiber
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is much less than that with the silver layer

al. demonstrate numerically a surface

[55]. Using the finite element approach,

plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensor

Abdul Khaleque et al. in 2015 studied the

according to a dual-polarized spiral

main properties of a dual-core plasmonic

photonic crystal fiber (PCF). The active

photonic crystal fiber. The finite element

plasmonic material used is a chemically

method can be used to split the incoming

stable gold which is placed on the outer

signal into two orthogonal polarization

player of the PCF to facilitate particle

states. Based on the outcome of this

manipulation. Using the finite element

research, the main properties of the

method, numerical investigation showed

splitter such as bandwidth, dispersion,

that the proposed biosensor has a

extinction ratio and splice device [69]. B.

maximum wavelength sensitivity of 4600

M. Younis et al investigate the major

nm/RIU and 4300 nm/RIU in x- and y-

characteristics of a dual-core hybrid

polarized modes at an analyze refractive

plasmonic liquid crystal for the PCF in

index

2016. The possibility to fabricate MVX-

resolution and suitable linearity features

DEMUX PCF has been achieved with

due to high sensitivity. The proposed

coupling lengths of 753 micrometer

dual-polarized

shorter than conventional optical fiber

implemented

[42]. Wee Lit Ng et al.in 2017 examined

biological analytes, organic chemicals,

a highly sensitive novel diamond ring

biomolecules,

fiber

analytes [71]. Mohd Fahmi Azman et al.

(DRF)-based

surface

plasmon

of

enhanced

spiral
for

PCF

the

and

can

be

detection

of

other

index sensing. The finite element method

polarization filter based on copper-filled

has-been used to study the light guiding

photonic crystal fiber (CFPCF). The

features

performances

anticipated fiber is fabricated by the

numerically. Maximum wavelength can

conventional stack-and-draw method.

be obtained from the introduced sensor

The properties of the (CFPCF) are studied

and

interrogation

numerically by considering the image of

sensitivity of 6000 nm/RIU and 508 RIU,

the cross-sectional scanning electron

respectively, over the refractive index of

microscopy. The researchers noticed that

1.33-1.39 [70]. In 2018, Sujan Chakma et

the magnitude of cross talk reached up to

any

amplitude

44
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unknown
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sensing
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sensing

resonance (SPR) sensor for refractive

and

2019,

1.37.

broadband
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-206 dB over 0.8 mm length with a

single-polarization photonic crystal fiber

broadband width of 282tnm at a central

splitter. Numerical simulation of this

wavelength of 1790 nm. Moreover, the

study show that the proposed splitter

polarization features of the CFPCF such

gives a single polarization in the two-

as cross talk, central wavelength, and

communication window for only several

band width can be modified by changing

hundred microns in length [68]. In 2015,

the diameter of the copper wire [72].

Zhenkai Fan et al. investigate two kinds
of new plasmonic sensor with high

The numerical investigation of single

sensitivity of refractive index based on an

cores embedded with multiple gold

analyst-filled photonic crystal fiber AF-

nanowires in triple cores classified in

PCF. The design with silver is more

collinear and non collinear has been

appropriate and their sensitivities are

performed by Susobhan Das et al. in
2013.

Magnificent

features

almost identical because the designed

where

FOM of the AF-PCF with the gold layer

attainable via the numerical simulation

is much less than that with the silver layer

such as band pass, band rejection filter
characteristics

along

with

[55]. Using the finite element approach,

division

Abdul Khaleque et al. in 2015 studied the

capabilities of the designed plasmon PCF

main properties of a dual-core plasmonic

coupler device [32]. In 2014, Jitendra

photonic crystal fiber. The finite element

Narayan Desh and Rajan Jha introduce a

method can be used to split the incoming

PCF sensor based on graphene and

signal into two orthogonal polarization

surface plasmon resonance. Graphene

states. Based on the outcome of this

aids in the elimination of oxidation of the

research, the main properties of the

plasmonic active metal which is a layer of

splitter such as band width, dispersion,

silver. The birefringence nature of the

extinction ratio and splice device [69]. B.

structure permits on component of the

M. Younis et al investigate the major

core guiding mode to be more sensitive.

characteristics of a dual-core hybrid

High amplitude sensitivity and high
resolution

were

displayed

by

plasmonic liquid crystal for the PCF in

the

2016. The possibility to fabricate MVX-

proposed sensor [49]. Based on the

DEMUX PCF has been achieved with

hybrid-surface plasmon resonance, Lei

coupling lengths of 753 micrometer

Chen et al. in 2014 anticipated a novel
45
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shorter than conventional optical fiber

implemented

[42]. Wee Lit Ng et al.in 2017 examined

biological analytes, organic chemicals,

a highly sensitive novel diamond ring

biomolecules,

fiber

analytes [71]. Mohd Fahmi Azman et al.

(DRF)-based

surface

plasmon

the

and

other

unknown

index sensing. The finite element method

polarization filter based on copper-filled

has been used to study the light guiding

photonic crystal fiber (CFPCF). The

features

performances

anticipated fiber is fabricated by the

numerically. Maximum wavelength can

conventional stack-and-draw method.

be obtained from the introduced sensor

The properties of the (CFPCF) are studied

and an amplitude interrogation sensitivity

numerically by considering the image of

of

RIU,

the cross-sectional scanning electron

respectively, over the refractive index of

microscopy. The researchers noticed that

1.33-1.39 [70]. In 2018, Sujan Chakma et

the magnitude of cross talk reached up to

al. demonstrate numerically a surface

-206 dB over 0.8 mm length with a

plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensor

broadband width of 282tnm at a central

according to a dual-polarized spiral

wavelength of 1790 nm. Moreover, the

photonic crystal fiber (PCF). The active

polarization features of the CFPCF such

plasmonic material used is a chemically

as cross talk, central wavelength, and

stable gold which is placed on the outer

band width can be modified by changing

player of the PCF to facilitate particle

the diameter of the copper wire [22], [72].

6000

nm/RIU

and

508

manipulation. Using the finite element

a

of

in

sensing

proposed

detection

resonance (SPR) sensor for refractive

and

2019,

for

broadband

3. Types of Designs

method, numerical investigation showed
that the proposed biosensor has a

3.1 Design of a dual-core plasmonic

maximum wavelength sensitivity of 4600

(PCF) polarization splitter [1,8,13,30]

nm/RIU and 4300 nm/RIU in x- and y-

The DC-PCF cross section consists of

polarized modes at an analyte refractive

a hexagonal lattice with 5 layers of air

index

sensing

holes. It can split the incident light into

resolution and suitable linearity features

two orthogonal polarization states as

due to high sensitivity. The proposed

shown in Fig. 1a. The lattice constant of

dual-polarized

the structure is Ʌ and cores A and B are

of

1.37.

enhanced

spiral

PCF

can

be
46
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constructed by erasing two air holes. four

incident light, 𝜔𝐷 and 𝛾𝐷 are the plasma

holes are increased around cores A and B,

and

(as shown in Fig. 1a, holes with diameters

ΓL represent the frequency and the spectral

d1), though four other holes (with

width of the Lorentz oscillator [18], [22].

diameters d2) are decreased [22].

A superimposition of even and odd

damping

frequencies,

Ω𝐿 and

modes can designate the modes in the

The two innermost circular air holes in

DC-PCF as can be noted in Fig. 1b. In

the structure are altered to an elliptical air

Fig. 1b, the arrows reveal the direction of

holes by manipulating the diameters of

the polarization, distinctly showing the

the air holes along the y axis with an

parity of even modes and the directions of

ellipticity defined by e = 𝐿𝑥 /𝐿𝑦 , where 𝐿𝑥

the x-polarized and y-polarized modes.

and 𝐿𝑦 are the major and minor axes

The

diameters of the elliptical holes. Finally,

coupling

lengths

of

different

polarization states are defined as [75],

two air holes along the perpendicular
𝐿𝑥,𝑦=

direction are selectively packed with gold

(2)

ℷ
2(𝑛𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑜𝑑𝑑 )
𝑥,𝑦−𝑛𝑥,𝑦

wires (see Fig. 1a for details) with a
diameter 𝑑𝑚 (=d) [5], [6].

The coupling length ratio (CLR) is
defined as [76],

The background material is pure silica,
and its material dispersion is given by

𝐿𝑦

CLR=𝐿

Sellmeier’s formula [73]. The relative
permittivity of gold is given by the

(3)

𝑥

It is presumed that the input power Pin is

modified Drude–Lorentz model for metal

pumped into core A, the output power

[74] as,

(Pout) of core A in x- and y- polarized
𝜔2

states can be determined as [75],

∆𝜀.Ω

𝐿
𝐷
𝜀𝑚= 𝜀∞− 𝜔(𝜔−𝑗𝛾𝐷)
- (𝜔2 −𝜔2 )−𝑗Γ
𝐿

𝐿𝜔

𝑥,𝑦

𝜋𝐿

𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 =𝑃𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (2𝐿 )

(1)

𝑥,𝑦

where 𝜀𝑚 is the relative permittivity of
the

metal,

𝜀∞ is

the

relative

(4)

Likewise, the output power (Pout) of core

high

B in x- and y polarized states can be

frequency permittivity, Δε is a weighting

calculated as [75],

factor, ω is the angular frequency of the

47
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𝜋𝐿

𝑥,𝑦

𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 =𝑃𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 (2𝐿 )
𝑥,𝑦

Since

all

power

electric field profile for the modes in the
structure: (I) odd mode of x-polarization (II)
even mode of x-polarization (III) odd mode of
y-polarization (IV) even mode of ypolarization [69].

(5)
for

x-polarization

remains in core A, it is a vital idea to
3.2 Design of multicore (PCF)based on

choose L, whereas most of the y-

1×4 power splitter

polarization power is transferred to core
B or vice versa, it is appropriate to have

Fig.

2

illustrates

the

proposed

CLR as either 2 (𝐿𝑦 > 𝐿𝑥 ) or 1/2 (𝐿𝑦 < 𝐿𝑥 ).

multicore PCF design. The air holes with

Besides that, for the two polarization

diameter d and pitch constant Ʌ construct

states to produce ultra-broadband splitter,

the cladding where single missing air

it is beneficial to have relatively flat

holes from several locations create

coupling lengths which will not be very

multicores. In the shown designs, the

sensitive to the wavelength. In this article,

numbers from 1 to 5 denote the five cores

due to 𝐿𝑦 > 𝐿𝑥 , CLR = 2 is used to design

that has been created. A single optical

the polarization splitter [45], [69].

power is launched at core 1, which is the
central core. Cores 2 and 4 are positioned
horizontally, while the cores 3 and 5 are
aligned vertically. The locations of the
cores are selected in such a manner that
the symmetry of the structure does not
break up, which makes the problem
simpler, i.e., we can use one quarter

(a)

section of the proposed multicore PCF
structure

to

estimate

the

coupling

characteristics. It should be mentioned
that the distance between the cores 1 and
2 and the cores 1 and 3 is different.
Hence, the coupling coefficients for cores
1–2 and cores 1–3 are different. For the

(b)

power transfer to be equivalent in the

Fig. (1): (a) Cross section of the proposed
gold-filled DC-PCF and (b) description of the

neighboring cores, the horizontal and
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vertical coupling coefficients must be

dependency of the silica should be

equal [27], [30].

considered. Fig. 3 shows the modal field
distribution of the x-component of the
electric field (Ex) at early stage, where the
power is pumped into the central core and
at the last stage, where the whole power
is equally divided into the outer cores.
Fig. 3(a) displays the modal field
distribution at 1550 nm wavelength at.
After launching the modal field into the

Fig.(2). Schematic view of multicore PCFbased 1×4 power [33].

This

can

increasing

be
the

by

transfer of the power initiated with an

coupling

equal splitting into neighboring outer

accomplished
vertical

central core, the coupling starts and

cores, as shown in Fig. 3(b) [33], [45].

coefficient. To predict the equal coupling
coefficients for horizontal and vertical
coupling, we decrease the diameter of air
holes (denoted by 𝑑′) located just above
and below each core, as shown by red
circles in Fig. 3. The size of small air hole
can be attained and enhanced when the
horizontal

and

vertical

Fig. (3): Modal field distribution(xcompenent)of the multicore
PCF(D/∧=0.45,ḋ/∧=0.23,
and∧=2.64mm)coupler (a) at z=0 mm,and(b)at
z=5.8 mm at 1550nm wavelength [33].

coupling

coefficients become equivalent. The
refractive index of background material
silica is 1.45 in all numerical calculations,

3.3 Design of splitter based on hybrid-

the material dispersion of the silica has

surface plasmon resonance

been

neglected

in

the

numerical

The cross-section of the proposed PCF

calculations because the proposed fiber

SPWS is shown in Fig. 4. The radius of

splitter has small length (few µm) and
focused

to

operate

over

the background air hole is denoted by

C-band.

“r0”-“r4”, the upper hole coated by Au,

However, for short wavelength operation

the air channel in the upper Au layer, the

(e.g., at 800 nm), the wavelength

lower hole coated Au, and the air channel
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in the lower Au layer, respectively. Four
ellipses are arranged in the Centre of the
PCF lattice, which is helpful for
producing the birefringence and the
letters “a” and “b” are the semi-minor
axis and semi-major axis of the ellipse.
^ax, ^by, ^0x, and ^0y are the hole pitches of
the ellipse air hold and background air

Fig. (4): Cross-section of the proposed PCF
SPWS [68].

hole in the x- and y-axes, respectively.
The different materials are represented by

The hybridized modes are frequently

different colors, as shown in the legend of

called odd- and even mode, but the

Fig. 4. Finally, a perfectly matched layer

presented SWPS has two wavelengths

(PML) is used to match the outmost layer

required to be processed, thus for

[33], [34]. [36]

suitability we name the four modes S1,
S2, S3, and S4 respectively. Based on

The background material is made of
pure

silica

and

its

dispersion

Fig. 5., S1, S2, S3, and S4 have the same

is

x- and y-axis electric field in the core

determined by the Sell-meier equation,

section. The electromagnetic (EM) wave,

where the optical constants are based on

based on the transmission line theory,

experimental results [74]. For precise

will choose the medium with the lowest

calculation, the material dispersion of Au

transmission loss [68].

is determined by the Drude-Lorentz
model and its optical constants are based
on empirical results. The modal loss
(defined in decibels per meter) can be
defined as:
∝= 40𝜋𝐼𝑚(𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 )/(ln(10) ℷ))

(6)

where ℷ is the optical wavelength, and
𝐼𝑚(𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 ) is the imaginary part of the
Fig. (5): Four hybridized modes (modal field)
[68].

effective modal refractive index.
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within this design are examined with
more details. It exposes that the loss with

3.4 Design of SPR Sensors

one metal layer at
The cross section of the considered

the resonance

wavelength is a lot less than that with two

SPR sensors with gold and silver layers

metal

are shown in Fig. 6(a). which can be

wavelength with two metal layers in the

obtained by the perfectly developed

designed AF-PCF is not shifted compared

stack-and-draw

process.

to the resonance wavelength with one

Three layer of air holes arranged in a

metal layer. A perfectly matched layer

triangular lattice constitute the designed

(PML) with several micrometers is

AF-PCF. The lattice constant Ʌ is 2 µm.

supplied to the outmost layer that is used

The center small air channel is penetrated

in the radiation power shielding. The

by a liquid analyte, which produces the

design presented here focused on two key

fiber-core of the designed AF-PCF. Two

advantages.

large air holes around the fiber-core are

sensitivity the high refractive index of the

gilded by a-40 nm- thickness of gold or

liquid, since the central liquid channel is

silver layer whose remaining blue air

introduced. Second, as the designed AF-

channel is also infiltrated into the liquid

PCF is simple and symmetrical, we are

analyte. In addition, the diameter of blue

able to draw effortlessly after drawing

channel of d0 is 0.5 µm, the diameter of

tower by an appropriate temperature.

white air hole of d1 is 0.6 µm, and the

Next, we would be capable of coating the

diameter of large air hole with the

metal film in the designed AF-PCF by the

metallic layer of d2 is 0.8 µm. RI of liquid

gas-phase

analyte is increased from 1.40 to 1.42,

because gold has a lower boiling point

and RI of air is set as 1. The FEM mesh is

than the melting point of silicon glass [5],

used to separate the physical field for

[6], [8], [11], [12], [13], [14], [16], [18],

calculation as shown in Fig. 1(b). The

[22].

fabrication

outermost boundary of this AF-PCF is
assigned

with

scattering

boundary

condition. The differences between two
metal layers and a metal layer contained
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Sellmeier equation [78] and silver by the
Drude model [79]. The simulation has
been solved using the FemSIM software
to find the complex propagation constants
of the waveguide modes with the finiteelement method. A perfectly matched
Fig. (6): (a) cross section of designed SPR
sensor with gold and silver layers. (b) FEM
mesh and scattering boundary condition for
computation [55].

layer (PML) also been supplied to
properly evaluation the fiber confinement
loss [80].

The coupled-mode process between the
fundamental mode and the second SPP
mode in this designed AF-PCF has been
mathematically simulated with gold or
silver layer, as seen in Fig. 7 [55].
Fig. (7): (a) Wavelength dependence on the
dispersion relations of the fundamental mode
and the second-order SPP mode in this
designed AF-PCF with the gold layer. (b)
Wavelength dependence on the dispersion
relations of the fundamental mode and the
second-order SPP mode in this designed AFPCF with the silver layer. The analyte RI of na
is equal to 1.40. (Inserts) Electric field
distributions of two coupled modes at a
specific wavelength [55].

3.5 Design of a dual photonic
crystal fiber with metal wire
A new DC-PCF structure occupied
with a metal wire (silver) in the center
shown as red in Fig.8(a). There are many
methods available to comprehend this
structure, i.e., choosing a particular way
to fill a metal wire into a conventional
dielectric DC-PCF, such as pressureassisted pumping, or using femtosecond
laser micromachining [77]. Fig. 8(b) is
the simulation model, dhole = 2µm, ∧

Fig. (8): (a) A new DC-PCF structure filled
with a metal wire in the center (red). (b) The
simulation model of the new structure [80].

=3.75µm. Depending on the available
DC-PCF, structural parameters were

3.6

chosen. The two cores are known as A

Design

of

plasmonic-photonic

crystal coupled nanolaser

and B for easy illustration. The dielectric
characteristic of silica is described by the
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The basics of hybrid cavity structure

NA

and

the

PC

the

geometrical

are illustrated in Fig. 9. It involves two

parameters had to be enhanced. As

elements: a high-Q PC microcavity, that

indicated in the FDTD simulations shown

has been defined and studied in previous

in Fig. 9(e), when the polarization of NA

works [81] and a bowtie nano-antenna.

aligned along the gap it will strongly

The PC microcavity is designed to give a

restricts the electromagnetic field in the

high-Q

gap, this direction will be stated as NA

mode

(5800)

at

telecom

wavelength (Fig. 9(c)). Using 3D finite-

axis (Oy in Fig. 9) [87].

difference time domain method (3D-

The

additional

field

component

FDTD) with perfectly matched layers

polarized vertically to the NA axis is

boundary conditions, the optical response

distributed at the four external corners of

of the structure was modelled. The

the bowtie triangles. On the contrary to

nanocavity is excited with an oscillating

the PC cavity mode spectrum, the NA

dipole

regime)

resonant mode spectrum is broad, which

appropriately oriented and positioned in

allows an easy spectral overlap between

the structure. The computational meshes

the modes of each resonator. Two modes

for x, y, and z directions were 10 nm. The

must coincide spectrally as well as

evaluated intensity distributions of the Ex

spatially in order to improve the optical

and components of the field as shown in

coupling between the fundamental mode

Fig. 9(b). Particularly, they revealed that

of the microcavity and the NA resonance

the maximum of Ex and Ey do not overlap

mode, in position and polarization.

spatially: Ex maximum are presented

Theoretical calculations managed to

besides the cavity and Ey maximum in the

determine

center of the cavity. This argument is

locations for the NA. Three of them have

crucial for the design of the hybrid

been chosen and are presented in Fig. 9.

structure [82], as will be discussed ahead.

Several positions are possible, as shown

The optical bowtie antenna (NA) contains

in Fig. 9: two optimal cases of hybrid

two coupled gold triangles separated by a

structures are revealed in Fig. 9(a) and

nanometer size gap (20 nm) (Fig. 9(d)).

9(b), where the polarization of the field is

To provide good wavelength matching

aligned with the y direction (the NA is in

between the resonant mode of the optical

the center of the cavity), or aligned with

(pulsed

temporal
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the x direction (the NA at the edge of the
cavity), respectively. In both cases, the
NA is located precisely at a field
maximum of the photonic mode. An
orthogonal example for the polarizations
of the NA and of the optical mode is
shown in Fig. 9(c).
In Fig. 9(a) and 9(b), the field of the
resultant mode is highly restricted inside
the NA gap, which reveals that there is an
efficient coupling between the NA and
the photonic cavity and strong spatial
redistribution of the mode. On the
Fig. (9): Basic building blocks illustrations of
the hybrid cavity. (a) Active photonic crystalbased linear microcavity : 4 InAsP QWs are
located in the InP membrane (b) Calculated
electric field intensity distribution |E|2 , |Ex|2 ,
and |Ey|2 inside the nanocavity at the resonant
wavelength of the fundamental mode (=1.55
µm) (c) Spectrum of the nanocavity mode (d)
Artistic view of a gold Bow-tie
nanoantenna(NA) (e) Calculated electric field
intensity distribution |Ey|2 and |Ex|2 of the
resonant mode of the NA, (f) Spectrum of the
NA [84].

contrary, in Fig. 9(c), one can see that the
field intensity at the edges of the NA and
spatial confinement is less efficient. This
conclusion demonstrates that precise
positioning and alignment of the NA
inside the photonic cavity is absolutely
necessary to obtain the anticipated
coupling conditions between the two
structures [83].

4. Plasmonic PCF designs for various
applications
To attain desirable properties, e.g.
sensitivity, detection range, stability,
miniaturization etc., different models of
plasmonic

PCF

structures

were

developed. For a diverse variety of
applications namely refractive index (RI)
measurement, double or multi-analyte
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sensing,

temperature

sensing,

dual

for fiber biosensing implementations

parameter sensing, biosensing, polarizing

[85], [94].

devices and couplers [84].

4.2

4.1 D-Shaped Photonic Crystal Fiber

Ultra-high

tunable

photonic

crystal fiber (PCF)

with Rectangular Lattice and

Mohamed Farhat O. Hameed et al,

Nanoscale Gold Film.

researched and analyzed an innovative

A D-shaped photonic fiber refractive

polarization filter for ultra-high tunable

index sensor with rectangular lattice

photonic crystal fiber (PCF) using FEM.

focused on surface plasmon resonance

The concept proposed has a core hole

was introduced and examined by Guowen

infiltrated with a noematic liquid crystal

An et al. The nanoscale gold-metal film is

(NLC) that provides high temperature

deposited in this kind of sensor on the flat

and external electric field tunability. In

surface in which it is side coated. Using

addition, the PCF is specifically packed

the COMSOL Multiphysics program, a

into cladding air holes with metal wires.

high-sensitivity refractive index sensor

The statistical results indicate that the

built on a D-shaped photonic crystal fiber

suggested filter is highly temperature-and

with rectangular lattice and nanoscale

external electric field tweakable [86].

gold film was evaluated via FEM.

4.3 Photonic Crystal Fiber Biosensor

Mathematical findings show that the
average sensitivity in the dynamic index

A. A. Rifat et al. introduced a basic,

range from 1.35 to 1.41 can be attained at

two-ring Photonic Crystal Fiber (PCF)

8.129 nm / RIU, and in the range from

hexagonal lattice biosensor leveraging

1.31 to 1.35 the sensitivity can also

Surface

exceed 2.000 nm / RIU. In particular, the

phenomenon. An effective plasmonic

typical sensitivity in the range from 1.35

gold layer and the analyte (sample) are

to 1.41 is extraordinarily high compared

positioned outside of the fiber structure

with most of the fiber sensors recorded.

rather than within the air-holes, allowing

In the meantime, despite its easy

in

production cycle, the fiber sensor they

manufacturing

have proposed can be a viable candidate

proposed
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behaviour, which increases its sensitivity.

4.5 Spiral photonic crystal fiber (PCF)

Finite Element Method (FEM) performs

with elliptic core

numerical examination of the guiding

A. M. Heikal et al, developed and

properties and the sensing efficiency. The

analyzed a new, specifically metal filled

sensor architecture suggested shows

photonic spiral crystal fiber (PCF) with

impressive results that could be used in

elliptic center. The cladding air holes of

the identification of biological and

the proposed model are located in spiral

biochemical analytes [4, 8, 16, 22, 36, 87,

arms arranged elliptically. The dispersion

97, 98].

properties and loss spectra of the stated

4.4 Coupling Plasmon Modes on

prototype are studied using the full

Submicron Gold Wire in (PCF)

vectorial finite element method (FVFEM). In term of polarization dependent

H. W. Lee et al. report experimental
results

on

the

coupling

coupling between x and y- polarized core

to surface

modes and surface plasmon polariton

plasmon modes with gold nanowires

(SSP) are notably higher in the proposed

specifically inserted into polarization-

design. Hence, making the structure

dependent photonic crystal wavelength

appropriate for filter-based applications

transmission. In one sample the fibers are

[88].

24.5 mm long. Strongly polarized-and
on-and off-resonance propagation ranges

4.6 Dual-core plasmonic photonic

by as much as 45 dB. Near-field optical

crystal fiber polarization [97, 98]

images of light emanating from such a

Zhenkai Fan et al, proposed two

gold-filled fiber show light at surface

types of novel polarizing beam splitters

plasmon resonances, directed on the

dependent on dual-core photonic crystal

fiber. Simulations of finite elements are

fiber

in strong accordance with the test results.

(DC-PCF)

which

have

been

developed and examined using the full-

Such gold-filled fibers can presumably be

vector finite element

used as filters and polarizers in fiber-

method. The

metallic gold is used as an active metal

dependent wavelengths and as near-field

for the surface plasmon resonance (SPR).

tips for sub-wavelength imaging [7, 35,

The resonant coupling between the

96,98].

second-order polariton surface plasmon
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(SPP) mode and the core-guided modes

Plasmonic photonic crystal fiber. This is

can improve the coupling properties of

followed by a historical background and

the built DCPCF. A gold layer is inserted

literature review of Plasmonic PCF.

in the designed DC-PCF to ensure

Some types of designs are illustrated.

optimal splitting efficiency and ultra-

Last of all, the applications of Plasmonic

bandwidth in contrast to the planned DC-

PCF are mentioned dependent on the

PCF with gold wire [89], [94].

types of design including the circular
plasmonic

5. Conclusions

technology has been presented as a
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